It is known that the Ishimori·II equation has the lump solutions decaying polynomially in all directions, which are called the multi-vortex (and multi-antivortex) solutions; they are constructed by Hirota's method and a-dressing method. In this paper we construct rational solutions of the Ishimori-II equation by means of the Darboux transformation and show that they contain not only the multi·vortex solutions obtained by Hirota's method as a special case, but also new lump solutions, such as mixed vortex·antivortex solutions and a one-vortex solution which circulates with a constant angular velocity_ § 1. Introduction
St=-~ SX(Syy-Sxx)+rpxSy+rpySx, rpyy+rpxx=aS-(SxXSy)
, (1) where S=(51(X, y, t), 52(X, y, t), 53(X, y, t», rp=rp(x, y, t) and a constant number a are real; ISI2=51 2 +52 2 + 53 2 =1; subscripts x, y and t denote partial differentiations.
Equation (1) is referred to as the Ishimori-II Osh-II) equation. The Ishimori-II equation has the lump solutions that decay polynomially in all directions, which are called the vortex and anti vortex solutions. The multi-vortex (and multi-antivortex) solutions of the Ish-II equation have been constructed by Hirota's method!) and the a-dressing method.
2 )
The one-vortex solution is static and the two-vortex solution describes the collision of two vortices.
In this paper we construct solutions of the Ish-II equation by the Darboux transformation 3 ),4) ( § 2) and show that they contain the multi-vortex solutions obtained by Hirota's method ( § 3); we also study other rational solutions ( § 4). § 2_ Solutions of Darboux covariant nonlinear evolution equations The Darboux transformation for the Ish-II equation was introduced in Ref. 5). In this section it is applied to the higher order evolution equations. We consider an auxiliary linear system for a 2 x 2 matrix valued W: (2) K. lmai and K. Nozaki where Vn are elements of su(2)={C'~,~ ~~)lvll, V12E C} ; a subscript nx denotes n-th partial differentiation; a symbol * denotes the complex conjugate. Let us set 1Jf =C!~. :p, and then Eq. (2) is shown covariant with respect to the Darboux transformation (DT2) defined as (3) where 1Jf and 1Jf 1 are solution matrices of Eq. (2). The transformed coefficients V(l) and Vn(1) can be obtained from the covariance property of Eq. (2) as follows: (4) The integrability condition for Eq. (2) yields expressions of coefficients Vn (n=N, N -1, "', 1) and a closed nonlinear time evolution equation of V, that is, 8:
(11)
Substituting coefficient matrices given above into Eqs. (2) and (7), one can find that <Pk(k=l, 2) have the form of where ¢>z=(Jr/>/Jz)z*=constant must be a function of Z and t. The coefficients rm (m=l, 2, "', M) are determined from the following system of linear algebraic equations:
where lJIj=(~ii :It) are solution matrices of Eq. (2).
Transformed variables Sl(M)+iS 2 (M), S3(M)
and ¢>(M) are also given by Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) respectively; but expressions of /, g and Ware extended to the form of
where
and ¢k(k= 1, 2, "', 2M -1, 2M) are solutions of Eqs. (12) 
using the following formula: 
. Other rational solutions
For simplicity, we consider the case N=2 and M=l in this section_
Mixed vortex-antivortex solution
If we set cPz=O, then we can choose (24) where C!2, CIO, C2! are complex constants. Then there are three zero points of /; one is z=O, and the others are two points of intersection of the following equations (which we call z= ± s):
(A+a)x+py=O, X2+y2=2(A-lg:~I:),
where a+i/3=CIO/C!2, P=/3+at and A=Ja 2 +p2. The zero point z=O is a center of an antivortex the shape of which is characterized by -C21/crz. While the zero points z= ± s are centers of two vortices the shapes of which are characterized by the same value -(C2!S)/(C!2S)*. This solution describes the collision of two vortices around an antivortex. Because S2~ -2iat as (at) ..... ±oo, the sign of parameters of two vortices is reversed before and after the collision.
Circulating one-vortex solution
If we set cP=(1/2)(Jz2+ c.c., then polynomial solutions of Eq. (13) are obtained as follows:
where Mk are non-negative integers; Ckm are complex constants,
where [xl denotes the maximum integer not proceeding x. Therefore the simplest solution of this type is given by ¢o! = Cuzexp(2i(Jt) + CIO , ¢o2= C20 .
It describes one vortex which has a position and a parameter characterizing the shape as follows:
K. /mai and K. Nozaki
When (J is real number, a center of the vortex moves on a circle at an angular velocity -2(J and a horizontal part of S(l) around the center change a direction cyclically with a frequency +2(J. When (J is a pure imaginary number and ClO=O, the size of the vortex increases and as a result a direction of SCo is reversed (53(1):+ 1 ~ -1) as the time ( -iat) goes on from -co to + (X). § 5.
Conclusions
In this paper we have constructed rational solutions of the nonlinear evolution equations covariant with respect to DT2, including the Ishimori-II equation. They contain the M-vortex (and M-antivortex) solutions of the Ish-II equation obtained by Hirota's method as a special case. We have extended the M-vortex solutions to the higher order nonlinear evolution equations and derived the systems of M ordinary differential equations, which are integrable for all M, as the dynamics of centers of M vortices.
The rational solutions obtained in this paper include a new type of lump solutions, such as mixed vortex-antivortex solutions. In addition, the existence of an auxiliary variable ¢ enables one to obtain another solution, where the simplest one is a one-vortex solution circulating with a constant angular velocity.
